Backward walking alters vastus medialis oblique/vastus lateralis muscle activity ratio in females with patellofemoral pain syndrome
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: This study aims to examine the effect of backward walking (BW) and forward walking (FW) on the myoelectric activity ratio of the vastus medialis oblique (VMO)/vastus lateralis (VL) in females with patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS).

Patients and methods: Between September 2016 and December 2016, a total of 40 female participants (mean age 20.9±1.9 years; range, 19 to 26 years) were included in the study. The participants were divided into two groups as those with unilateral PFPS (PFPS group, n=20) and healthy controls (Control group, n=20). Surface electromyography (EMG) from VMO and VL muscles were collected during FW and BW at a speed of 3 km/h using the Myomonitor® IV EMG system.

Results: There was a significant increase in the EMG activities of the VMO and VL muscles during BW compared to FW in PFPS and healthy groups (p=0.001). During BW, the VMO activity of PFPS was significantly higher than the healthy controls (p=0.013) without any significant difference in the VL activity (p=0.916). During FW, there was no significant difference in the VMO and VL activities between the groups (p=0.348 and p=0.705), respectively. The VMO/VL ratio of the PFPS group during BW was significantly higher than the FW ratio (p=0.001) without any significant difference between BW and FW of the healthy group (p=0.841). During BW, the ratio of the PFPS group was significantly higher than compared to the healthy controls (p=0.016) without any significant difference between the groups during FW (p=0.100).

Conclusion: Our study results show that BW increases the VMO muscle activation and preserve the ideal VMO/VL ratio in PFPS patients. Therefore, clinicians should consider BW training when developing rehabilitation programs for females with PFPS.
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Patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS) is a relatively common disorder encountered in the clinical setting, affecting an estimated 7 to 40% of adolescents and active young adults. It has a negative effect on human function and is associated with the development of patellofemoral osteoarthritis. Overuse, local joint impairments, and altered lower extremity biomechanics have been proposed to contribute to the development of PFPS. Patients with PFPS have altered trunk, hip, knee, and ankle kinematics during functional tasks. Females with PFPS display greater ipsilateral trunk lean and hip adduction, in addition to excessive knee valgus and pronated foot posture. These abnormal lower extremity mechanics result in abnormal stress distribution across the patellofemoral joint.

It has been proposed that an imbalance of the vastus medialis oblique (VMO)/vastus lateralis (VL) muscle activities leads to excessive lateral tracking of the patella and rubbing of the lateral femoral condyle, which causes increased articular surface stress and induces pain. The ideal VMO/VL electromyography (EMG) ratio for healthy individuals during knee extension is 1/1. This ratio may change in patients with PFPS as 0.54/1; this is possibly as the imbalance of the VMO and VL muscle activities causes deficient in the medial patellar strength, producing patellar maltracking in PFPS.

Elboim-Gabyzon, and Rotchild showed that there was a significant reduction in gait speed, stride...
length, and cadence in backward walking (BW) versus forward walking (FW), and longer double limb support duration, both in shod and barefoot walking. In addition, examination of the spatiotemporal parameters of shod and barefoot walking during BW and FW can contribute to realize how elderly subjects adapt to changing walking conditions, and BW should be included during assessment of functional mobility of elderly subjects.

Yang et al.\textsuperscript{[13]} recommended the use of BW for the improvement of the motor control during FW. Furthermore, Threlkeld et al.\textsuperscript{[14]} reported that backward running reduced the joint stress and increased the quadriceps strength more than forward running. It has been also shown that BW training improves the quadriceps strength,\textsuperscript{[19]} and hamstring flexibility in healthy individuals.\textsuperscript{[16]} Moreover, it improves the body balance,\textsuperscript{[17]} and gait spatiotemporal parameters in neurologically impaired patients.\textsuperscript{[18]}

The onset of peak patellofemoral joint reaction force (JRF) occurs later in stance phase during BW compared to FW,\textsuperscript{[19]} and the peak patellofemoral JRF is lower during backward running compared to forward running at the same speed.\textsuperscript{[20]} There is also emerging evidence suggesting the valuable use of BW in the rehabilitation of patients with knee joint dysfunction and pain reduction, improved function, and increased knee extensor strength have been shown after the integration of BW into the rehabilitation protocol of patients with PFPS.\textsuperscript{[21]}

In the literature, a few studies have investigated the differences in muscular activation patterns of the knee muscles during BW in mainly healthy populations. There is still a gap in the literature regarding the activation pattern of lower limb muscles in individuals with PFPS in BW versus FW. Therefore, in the present study, we aimed to investigate the myoelectric activity ratio of the VMO/VL in females with PFPS in two walking conditions.

**PATIENTS AND METHODS**

This cross-sectional study included a total of 40 female participants (mean age 20.9±1.9 years; range, 19 to 26 years) were included in the study between September 2016 and December 2016. *Inclusion criteria were as follows: (i) age between 19 and 26 years to reduce the possibility of osteoarthritis,\textsuperscript{[22]} (ii) anterior or retropatellar knee pain after performing, at least, two of the following activities: prolonged sitting, stair climbing, squatting, running, kneeling, hopping/jumping and deep knee flexion,\textsuperscript{[23]} (iii) a gradual onset of symptoms unrelated to previous trauma, (iv) pain score ranging from 2 to 5 on the 10-cm visual analog scale (VAS), and (v) at least two positive signs of the following were found during examination: pain and/or patellar crepitus following patellar compression test,\textsuperscript{[24]} pain following resisted knee extension, Clarke’s sign; pain following isometric quadriceps contraction against suprapatellar resistance with the knee in slight flexion, tenderness upon palpation of the posterior surface of the patella or surrounding structures, and having negative findings on examination of the knee ligaments, menisci, and bursa. Those having had clinical evidence of meniscal or ligamentous injury, having a history of patellar subluxation or dislocation; having tenderness over the patellar tendon (patellar tendon pathology); and a recent history of knee or any lower limb surgery, or spinal referred pain were excluded.\textsuperscript{[22]}

The participants were divided into two groups as those with unilateral PFPS (PFPS group, n=20) and healthy controls (Control group, n=20). The control group included healthy females selected to match the PFPS group in terms of age, weight, and height. None of the participants involved in either regular recreational or professional strength training. They had no musculoskeletal, or neurological problems. Also, they had no previous history of trauma or pain in the knee or surgery to the lower limb. In addition, they had a VAS score of 0 for the patellofemoral joint on the testing day and at least a week before. The study flow chart is shown in Figure 1.

A written informed consent was obtained from each participant. The study protocol was approved by the Faculty of Physical Therapy, Cairo University Institutional Review Board (Approval No. P.T.REC/012/00808). The study was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Procedure**

All participants received a brief orientation about the nature and significance of the study, equipment, and the tasks to be performed. As BW is a strange task for most individuals, familiarization with BW was done prior to testing to minimize risks and to ensure that the participant would be comfortable during testing. All participants were instructed to hold the handrails and to report when the task was getting uncomfortable. The speed of the Biodex Gait trainer (Biodex Medical Systems Inc., Shirley, NY, USA) was, then, increased gradually according to the tolerance of the participant until 3 km/h.
The surface EMGs of VMO and VL were recorded for each participant during FW and BW using Myomonitor® IV EMG system (Delsys Inc., Boston, USA). For the VMO and VL muscles, a reference line connecting the anterior superior iliac spine to the center of the patella was identified to aid electrode placement. The participant assumed a long sitting position with the tested knee slightly flexed. The VMO sensor was placed approximately 4-cm proximal and medial to the superomedial border of the patella at a 50 to 55° angle to the reference line. The VL sensor was placed at approximately 10-cm proximal to the superolateral border of the patella oriented at 15 to 20° to the reference line.[25] The maximum voluntary isometric contractions (MVICs) and EMG recordings during FW and BW were noted. Three trials were performed for each muscle: each was maintained for 6 sec and 30 sec rest period between trials was given to avoid possible fatigue. To ensure maximum effort, verbal encouragement was provided through the whole process. In addition, visual feedback was achieved through real-time visualizing of the recorded signal.

For the VMO and VL muscles, the participant was seated at the edge of the plinth with both hips and knees flexed to 90°. Both upper limbs were kept beside the trunk and were used for stabilization. The researcher’s hand was placed 2.5-cm above the medial malleolus to provide resistance to knee extension. The participant was, then, instructed to extend her knee and push against the applied resistance as hard as possible for six sec (Figure 2a).

Electromyography recording during FW and BW, the participant was allowed to rest prior to performing the walking trials. Then, she was asked to step over the gait trainer to perform the FW trials. The speed was increased gradually until reaching the predetermined testing speed (3 km/h) and the EMG acquisition was, then, triggered from the host laptop. Three FW trials were performed each of 30 sec. The participant was given a rest period of one min and the

![Figure 1. The participants’ flowchart.](image)
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belt direction was, then, reversed. The same protocol of FW was followed during BW (Figure 2b). The participant was instructed to report any dizziness, increased pain or discomfort.

Data were sampled at 1,000 Hz, filtered with 20 to 450 Hz band pass filter. The root mean square value (RMS) was calculated for the three trials of MVIC, FW, and BW for the tested muscles. The average RMS values of the three trials of MVIC, FW, and BW were calculated and normalized according to the following equation: Normalized RMS= ((Average 130 RMS during activity/Average RMS of MVIC × 100)).

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using the IBM SPSS version 20.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Normally distributed data were indicated by histograms with normal curves. It was confirmed by non-significant results of the Shapiro-Wilks normality test (p>0.05). The Levene’s test was performed to analyze significant differences between the variances of the tested groups for the tested dependent variables (p>0.05). Based on the previous findings of the normality and homogeneity assumptions, the parametric analysis was conducted. An independent t-test was used to identify any significant difference.
in the baseline characteristics between both groups. After excluding outliers, a two-way mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare the normalized RMS values (%) of the VMO, VL and the VMO/VL ratio between both groups in both walking directions. A p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

There was no significant difference between the two groups in terms of age, weight, height, and body mass index (p>0.05) (Table 1).

Both PFPS and healthy groups showed a significant increase of the EMG activity of the VMO and VL muscles during BW compared to FW (p=0.001). In addition, there was no significant difference between the groups regarding the EMG activity of the VMO and VL muscles during FW (p=0.348 and 0.705) respectively, and the VL muscle during BW (p=0.916). However, during BW, the VMO muscle activity of the PFPS group was significantly higher than the control group (p=0.013) (Table 2).

The rate of increase of the VMO muscle normalized RMS mean value was 100.36% during BW versus FW. The rate of increase of the normalized EMG activity of the VL muscle during BW was 50.27% in the PFPS group. The VMO/VL ratio of the PFPS group during BW was significantly higher than the FW (p=0.001). However, there was no significant difference between the BW and FW in the control group (p=0.841) (Table 2). Inter-group comparison revealed that the VMO/VL ratio of the PFPS group was significantly higher than that of healthy group during BW (p=0.016). However, there was no significant difference between the groups during FW (p=0.100).

DISCUSSION

The present study investigated the effect of BW and FW on the VMO/VL myoelectric activity ratio in PFPS patients compared to healthy individuals. Only females were included owing to the high incidence of developing PFPS, and sex-specific differences in the lower extremity mechanics during level walking. The findings of the current study revealed a significant increase in the EMG activity of the VMO and VL muscles in BW versus FW in both PFPS and control groups.

Similarly, Chang et al. reported that the exercises which activate the VMO muscle corrected the VMO/VL ratio and that it yielded beneficial effects on PFPS. The increased EMG activity of knee extensors found in this study may be associated with an increased cortical activation reported by Kurz et al. during BW. These authors found increased oxygenated hemoglobin concentrations in the supplementary motor area, pre-central gyrus, and the superior parietal lobule during BW compared to FW. They argued that the greater activation of the medial sensorimotor cortices during BW reflects greater demand for controlling the lower extremity movement. This hypothesis can be also supported by the findings of Shibuya et al. who found a direct relation between cortical activation as evidenced by the levels of oxygenated hemoglobin and the amplitude of the EMG activity.

The increased knee extensor EMG activity may be due to changing the type of activation during BW. It has been reported that BW is considered as a time reversed copy of FW. The FW stance phase starts with heel strike and ends with toe contact, while the BW stance starts with toe contact and ends with heel off, which refers that the knee joint angular displacement curve is reversed during the BW stance phase. During FW, the knee undergoes flexion just after heel strike during the loading response sub-phase. In contrast, during BW, the knee joint is initially flexed at the toes contact and it continues to extend during most of the stance phase.

This reversal of the knee joint kinematics alters the type of quadriceps muscle activation. The early knee flexion during FW is controlled by the eccentric activation of the knee extensors to provide shock absorption in response to ground impact. However, during BW, the knee extension during the early stance is achieved by a concentric contraction of the quadriceps muscle to prevent the descent of the body center of gravity and propel the body backward. The conversion of eccentric quadriceps activation during FW to concentric activation during BW may explain the increased VMO and VL electromyographic activities during BW. In addition, BW reduces compressive forces at the patellofemoral and, therefore, it is considered a secure closed kinetic chain exercise. It reduces the quadriceps eccentric contraction, while it preserves the isometric and concentric quadriceps strength.

In patients with PFPS, the increased EMG activity of the VMO and VL can be attributed to pain reduction during BW. Patients with anterior knee pain demonstrate greater quadriceps muscle inhibition, particularly VMO and VL, with higher
pain levels of the patellofemoral joint.\textsuperscript{[33]} Furthermore, Hassan et al.\textsuperscript{[34]} found increased quadriceps maximum voluntary contraction after pain reduction in patients with knee osteoarthritis. Based on the findings of Kedia and Saurabh\textsuperscript{[21]} which showed that pain levels significantly reduced in patients with PFPS after a four-week BW training program, one can assume that the increased quadriceps activation during BW may be due to pain-induced decrease in the quadriceps inhibition.

In the present study, the increased VMO and VL activity in the control group is consistent with previous studies. Han\textsuperscript{[35]} reported an increased EMG activity level of the VMO and VL in BW compared to FW at all tested treadmill inclines. In addition, the VMO activity increased during underwater BW relative to underwater FW at slow, moderate, and fast walking speeds.\textsuperscript{[36]} These results are consistent with the findings reported by Swati et al.\textsuperscript{[15]} who found increased quadriceps strength after a six-week BW training in healthy college students.

The VMO/VL ratio represents the balance of the VMO and VL activation, which provides stable force to the patella. According to the results of the current study, the PFPS group showed a significant increase in the VMO/VL ratio during BW compared to FW. A probable explanation is that the percentage of increase in the EMG activity of VMO during BW was higher than that of the VL muscle. Consistent with our ratio, Souza and Gross\textsuperscript{[10]} reported the ideal VMO/VL ratio to approximate one, indicating that the patella does not slide off the femoral groove. Consequently, it is anticipated that higher ratio would be beneficial for patients with PFPS and can be also used as a criterion to assess the effectiveness of exercise training.\textsuperscript{[37]} This disagrees with Powers\textsuperscript{[11]} who reported that, for patients with severe PFPS, the VMO/VL ratio was typically less than 0.54. Indeed, myoelectric activities of the VMO and VL were measured in the present study during functional closed kinetic chain walking activity, while the aforementioned authors assessed their participants during resisted open kinetic chain knee extension. Since it is confirmed that closed kinetic knee extension exercise elicits sport performance and strength better than open kinetic knee extension exercise,\textsuperscript{[38]} the VMO/VL ratio, reported during the concentric contraction at an angle of 60º of knee flexion in closed kinetic knee extension exercise was closer to the ideal value than that observed in open kinetic knee extension exercise.\textsuperscript{[39]}

Nonetheless, it is worth mentioning that surface EMG has a certain limitation regarding the dynamic nature of walking. Lower limb angular displacement results in possible displacement of the muscle in relation to the electrode which might have affected the recorded signal. Another limitation is the crosstalk from nearby muscles. This could not be avoided using surface electrodes due to the close anatomical proximity of the studied structures. Further researches are needed to examine the muscle imbalance around the hip joint in patients with PFPS and investigate the correlation between the activation patterns of knee and hip joint muscles during BW and FW. Also, as the addition of hip adduction increasing VMO contraction strengths is that it changes in the muscle length and tension relationship,\textsuperscript{[40]} further studies evaluating the effects of the BW training on gait kinematic and kinetic variables of the trunk, upper, and lower extremities should be conducted to improve the gait abilities in patients with PFPS.

In conclusion, our study results show that BW is effective in increasing the VMO muscle activation and preservation of the ideal the VMO/VL ratio in PFPS patients. Of note, the VMO/VL ratio is higher during BW compared to FW. Therefore, addition of BW training to the rehabilitation program of female patients with PFPS may be useful in the clinical setting.
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